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Abstract – Zonal wind estimates in the equatorial
electrojet derived from coherent scatter echoes, specular
meteor trail echoes, and optical limb scans are
compared. While the three techniques exhibit broad
overall agreement, significant differences in the results
of the three techniques appear. The differences can be
attributed in large part to horizontal inhomogeneity in
the winds and the dissimilar averaging kernels of the
three techniques.

1. Introduction

The thermospheric winds in the equatorial E
region shape the electrojet and influence the instabilities
and irregularities within [15]. However, measuring
altitude-resolved winds in the electrojet (~95 km to
110 km altitude) and assessing their role is difficult.
Coherent scatter from small-scale irregularities in the
electrojet is a source of intense radar clutter, which
prevents the use of the incoherent scatter technique in
the electrojet region over the Jicamarca Radio Obser-
vatory. This is true even when the radar main antenna
beam is pointed away from the direction perpendicular
to the geomagnetic field because of clutter leaking
through the antenna sidelobes [4].

Specular meteor trail echoes offer an incisive
method for measuring wind profiles in the equatorial
electrojet. However, most specular meteor trails form
below the electrojet, and the altitude and time resolution
of the specular meteor radar (SMR) techniques are
marginal for studying dynamics and stability in the
narrow stratum where the electrojet flows [6]. Non-
specular meteor trails can be also used for obtaining E
region wind profiles with relatively high-altitude
resolution. However, wind estimates using these echoes
require long-lasting echoes that occur mainly at night
[17]. Space-based optical remote sensing of the
electrojet is an alternative approach. Here too, however,

altitude resolution is marginal for detailed dynamics and
stability studies, and any given region of interest can be
observed only once per orbit [14].

[19] introduced a technique for estimating the
zonal winds in the equatorial electrojet using coherent
scatter from meter-scale plasma density irregularities,
which are strong and ubiquitous during the day. The
technique was implemented using a low-power radar
system at Jicamarca that exploited the strength of the
coherent echoes. While the technique appeared to be
promising, validation options were limited at the time.

For this study, we reimplemented the technique of
[9] at Jicamarca, where zonal wind measurements from
the Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) satellite
and from the Spread Spectrum Interferometric Multi-
static meteor radar Observing Network (SIMONe)
system deployed in the vicinity are now available for
comparison. Below, we review the method and then
compare results from it with wind measurements from
ICON and SIMONe acquired in a recent experimental
campaign.

2. Electrojet Method

The method involves measuring range-resolved
coherent scatter Doppler spectra from small-scale
plasma density irregularities in the equatorial electrojet
region. The range resolution of the experiment de-
scribed here is typically about 1 km or less and is
obtained with the use of binary phase coding. The
measurements are made using an antenna array with a
narrow beam (half-power beamwidth ~38) directed at
an oblique zenith angle, in this case of approximately
558. In general, the received spectra will be a
superposition of so-called type I and type II compo-
nents, which are associated, respectively, with Farley–
Buneman and gradient drift instabilities. The latter
component is broader than the former, exhibits a
smaller Doppler shift, and is of interest here [10].
These characteristics are used to isolate the type II
spectra and estimate their Doppler shifts based on a
fitting procedure that models the spectrum as an
asymmetric generalized Gaussian function.

For this technique, the Doppler shift of the type II
spectral component is assumed to be governed by the
real part of the linear dispersion relation for gradient
drift instabilities (see, e.g., [11]),

x ¼ k � ðve þ wviÞ
1þ w

ð1Þ

where k is the scattering wavevector, which is taken to
lie in the plane perpendicular to the geomagnetic field,
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and x/k is the Doppler shift. The ve and vi are the
electron and ion drift velocities, respectively, and w is
the anisotropy factor defined below. Here, we take the
electron velocity to be dominated by the E 3 B drift and
the ion velocity to be dominated by the neutral wind
velocity.

The anisotropy factor is

w ¼ ðmen þ m�eÞ=XeP
j fiðXj=mjnÞ

where the sum is over ion species, fj is the fraction of
species j, and X and m refer to the indicated
gyrofrequency and collision frequency with neutrals,
respectively. The term m�e refers to an anomalous
electron collision frequency associated with wave-
enhanced transport. [20] and [18] derived an expression
for the anomalous electron collision frequency param-
eterized by the local mean-square variations in
perturbed electron number density. We utilize their
expression and assume that the controlling parameter
scales with the background zonal electric field in the
electrojet through a scaling constant determined empir-
ically.

The zonal neutral wind affects the Doppler shift of
the echoes predicted by (1) locally through the ion
velocity term and nonlocally through the electron
velocity term, which depends on the dynamo electric
field (see, e.g., [15]). We can expand the electric field as
(E ¼ E* � �/), where E* is the background average
zonal electric field and / is the perturbed electrostatic
potential that arises to maintain quasi neutrality. The
vertical component of �/ drives the electrojet.

In order to calculate the electrostatic potential, we
solve the quasi-neutrality condition in the plasma: (� �
J¼ 0). We consider Pedersen, Hall, and direct currents
together with wind-driven currents, currents due to
diffusion, and currents driven by gravity. We neglect
diamagnetic currents, which are nearly solenoidal. The
transport coefficients controlling the current density
involve finite electron-neutral and ion-neutral collision
frequencies and were given by [19]. The neutral
atmospheric parameters required to populate the
coefficients are extracted from the NRLMSIS model
[9], and the ion composition is prescribed by IRI-2016
[2]. The plasma number density is taken from the FIRI
model, which is part of IRI-2016 [12]. Finally, the
geomagnetic field specification is taken from IGRF-13
[11].

The quasi-neutrality condition is a linear elliptic
partial differential equation for the electrostatic poten-
tial,

r � ðR � r/Þ
¼ r � R � ðE8 þ u 3 BÞ � D � rnþ v � g½ � ð2Þ

where R is the plasma conductivity tensor, D the
diffusivity tensor, and v a tensor associated with
currents due to gravity. We solve that problem fully
in three dimensions using a preconditioned conjugate
gradient method. The problem is posed in dipole

magnetic coordinates. Neumann boundary conditions
are applied on all boundaries except for the upper
boundary, where the vertical perturbed electric field is
set assuming a perfectly efficient wind-driven dynamo
there. See [19] for details.

We neglect both meridional and vertical winds in
the modeling. The former do not significantly affect the
predicted Doppler shifts and so have no test implica-
tions. The latter are presumed to be small, although the
presumption merits reexamination. The horizontal
winds are furthermore specified in terms of the vertical
extensions of the Hough modes derived by [3], which
are linearly independent and serve here as an expansion
basis. The winds are specified by 10 to 14 expansion
coefficients depending on the number of ranges from
which radar measurements are available. The coeffi-
cients are adjusted to minimize the discrepancy between
the measured and predicted Doppler shifts. Wind
estimates are reported at altitude intervals consistent
with the fine structure available in the Hough functions.

The average background zonal electric field
parameter needed to drive this model is derived from
coherent backscatter from the so-called 150 km echoes
[5]. At Jicamarca, 150 km echoes are observed using a
vertically looking beam concurrently with the oblique
electrojet observations. Magnetometer data are also
acquired concurrently at Jicamarca and at a nearby
station in Piura, Peru. The difference in the magnetom-
eter readings from these stations is indicative of the
current flowing in the electrojet, which is calculated
from the model and compared for consistency.

3. Observations

We present results from June 24 and 25, 2021,
when a campaign was under way at Jicamarca. The
campaign included the SIMONe system fielded by the
Leibniz Institute of Atmospheric Physics and the ICON
satellite. ICON cannot normally measure winds directly
over Jicamarca because of elevated cosmic radiation
near the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). During this
campaign, ICON was in so-called rLVLH mode and
observing the volume over Jicamarca from the north
rather than the south, thereby avoiding the SAA. The
mode has been used only infrequently.

Zonal wind estimates derived from oblique echoes
from the electrojet are shown in Figure 1. The altitude
resolution is 700 m, and the time resolution is
approximately 5 min. The figures depict winds mainly
but not entirely limited to the range 6100 m/s and with
strong vertical shears that evolve gradually over time.
The electrojet echoes are not strong enough to support
wind estimates outside the universal times shown.

The temporal fluctuations in the wind estimates
exceed expectations based on the propagation of
statistical errors in the underlying Doppler data. As
significant structuring is also present in the 150 km echo
and magnetometer measurements on a 5 min timescale,
the fluctuations are deemed to be physically significant.
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The principles of operation behind the SIMONe
system and the data processing methods were described
by [6, 7]. Zonal wind estimates derived from the
network from the region surrounding Jicamarca and
acquired during the campaign are shown in Figure 2.
The altitude and time resolution of the winds estimates
are 4 km and 4 h, respectively, oversampled at every 1
km and 1 h. The rectangles in the figures denote the
altitude and time coverage of the electrojet wind
estimates, which lie at the edge of the zone, where
meteor echoes occur frequently enough for reliable
wind estimation.

Overall, the SIMONe wind estimates are some-
what smaller than the electrojet-derived estimates,
falling entirely within the range 6100 m/s. The trends
in the two data sets are otherwise similar, with winds
becoming increasingly westward with increasing alti-
tude and time. The main discrepancy is in the June 24
data set, where the electrojet-derived wind estimates are
large and eastward below 102 km altitude before 16 UT,
whereas the meteor wind estimates are small and
slightly westward.

Finally, Figure 3 compares zonal wind estimates
from the Michelson Interferometer for Global High-
Resolution Thermospheric Imaging (MIGHTI) green-
line instrument on ICON with the electrojet-derived
wind estimates [13]. The comparisons are made during
conjunctions when the volume probed by MIGHTI
shared Jicamarca’s longitude. Four conjunctions oc-
curred on each day of the campaign, although MIGHTI
data are not available for the first conjunction on June

24 due to the SAA. The MIGHTI green-line level 2.2
data report values at 30 (60) s time intervals during the
daytime (at night) and at ~3 km altitude intervals near
the electrojet.

Overall, the magnitudes of the zonal winds
reported by the MIGHTI green-line instrument are

Figure 1. Zonal winds inferred from electrojet observations versus
altitude and universal time. Positive values denote eastward winds.
Above: June 24, 2021. Below: June 25, 2021.

Figure 2. Zonal winds inferred from SIMONe observations versus
altitude and universal time. The rectangle indicates the altitude/local
time coverage of the electrojet wind estimates. Above: June 24, 2021.
Below: June 25, 2021.

Figure 3. Comparison between ICON (blue) and Jicamarca zonal
winds (red). Above: June 24, 2021. Below: June 25, 2021. Annotations
give the latitudes of the volumes probed. Data in the first column are
contaminated by the SAA.
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comparable to electrojet wind estimates. The agreement
between them during the June 24 conjunctions is
reasonable, although there are discrepancies, compara-
ble in size with those reported in earlier comparisons
between MIGHTI and specular meteor radars [14]. The
discrepancies are most significant at the lowest altitudes
in the electrojet. Only the last of the four conjunctions
was a true conjunction in the sense that the volume
probed by the MIGHTI instrument had a latitude close
to Jicamarca (�11.958). That the congruity between the
measurements was reasonable even when the disparity
in latitude was substantial implies latitudinal homoge-
neity in the wind field on this day.

The agreement between the electrojet-derived and
the MIGHTI zonal wind estimates on June 25 was
relatively poor by comparison except possibly at the
highest altitudes in the electrojet. None of the four
conjunctions were close in latitude, however. The 1836
UT conjunction was the closest, and the agreement
between the electrojet-derived and MIGHTI measure-
ments during this conjunction was the best. That the
electrojet and the SIMONe wind measurements were
broadly similar throughout June 25, 2021, suggests that
the wind field could have varied significantly in latitude
on this day.

4. Analysis and Interpretation

Three means of estimating the zonal winds in the
equatorial electrojet have been compared with data
from a joint campaign in June 2021. All three are alike
in that they are indirect and necessitate the use of
inverse methods that involve some degree of regular-
ization. They differ in their observing modality, their
spatiotemporal resolution, and underlying assumptions
about the stationarity and homogeneity of the wind
field.

The temporal resolution of the SIMONe wind
estimates is very coarse compared to the MIGHTI and
electrojet wind estimates, and this contributes to the
relatively small range of absolute wind speeds reported
by SIMONe. As MIGHTI vector wind estimates are
derived from two line-of-sight measurements made 5
min to 8 min apart, temporal fine structure at intervals
comparable to this figure is also lost or misconstrued.
The altitude resolutions of the three data sets are
comparable, although the MIGHTI wind profiles cannot
reproduce the kilometer-scale fine structure evident in
the radar-based estimates [9].

A more subtle issue is the size of the volume
being probed by the three instruments. The coherent
scatter radar probes very small ionospheric volumes
with dimensions of the order of a cubic kilometer.
However, the zonal winds affect the Doppler shift
measurements both locally and nonlocally through the
ion and electron contributions to (2). The boundary-
value problem represented by (2) predicts the dynamo
electric field that drives the electrons as a function of
the zonal wind profile, but the inverse methodology
assumes that the winds are horizontally uniform across

the electrojet between approximately 658 in magnetic
latitude or about 1,100 km in the equatorial E region.

Similar issues apply to the SIMONe and MIGHTI
green-line wind estimates. [14] compared the effective
horizontal resolution of the MIGHTI green-line mea-
surements and wind measurements from SMRs in China
and India. They estimated a 2r effective horizontal
kernel resolution of 200 km to 300 km for the SMRs
and 760 km to 1,200 km for MIGHTI green-line
measurements.

[16] measured E region wind profiles at two
locations near the magnetic equator separated meridi-
onally by 450 km directly with chemical releases. Pairs
of releases were performed on two consecutive days.
The results were consistent, showing substantial turning
in the wind directions between the two locations. The
persistent, steep latitudinal gradient in the horizontal
wind led the authors to argue that the winds could not
be attributed mainly to low-order tidal modes. The
horizontal winds in the lower thermosphere are
inhomogeneous as a rule, and methods with different
horizontal averaging kernels can be expected to yield
different results. The differences are aggravated by the
fact that the geometries of the averaging kernels in Abel
inversion (MIGHTI), radar interferometry (SIMONe),
and dynamo electric field forward modeling (electrojet
backscatter) are inherently different.

With the electrojet technique, the dipole magnetic
field line geometry is such that the higher the apex
altitude, the larger the averaging kernel in latitudinal
extent. Furthermore, the contribution of the local winds
to the Doppler shift predicted by (1) increases with
decreasing altitude. Consequently, the electrojet wind
estimates represent local estimates at low altitudes and
increasingly nonlocal estimates at higher altitudes in the
electrojet. To the extent that horizontal gradients are
significant, we should expect the electrojet-derived
wind estimates to depart from the other estimates. This
suggests a method for assessing inhomogeneity in the
winds and possibly for making more localized wind
estimates on the basis of the discrepancies.
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